
A new picture book that
explores different art forms
that children can find in the
natural world.  In this story,
the young artists witness
beautiful landscapes,
stunning vistas, and
unusual creatures, as they
are inspired to recreate
their own fine works of art.

For kids who love to draw and
create, this captivating picture
book fosters an appreciation for
nature and features craft ideas
to inspire young artists. 

A VIBRANT, CHEERFUL STORY 

A CELEBRATION  OF
NATURE'S BEAUTY 

AND VARIETY
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ABOUT THE BOOK

Fingerprint bumblebees
Sculptures made of sand
Rainbow colored jars
And more!

The confidence to see themselves as artists! 
Respect and appreciation for nature. 

NATURE IS AN ARTIST explores different art forms that kids
can find in the natural world. In the book, a group of children
follow Nature - the most inspiring of teachers - as they
discover the world's greatest art show hidden in plain sight.
As the children witness beautiful landscapes, stunning
vistas, and unusual creatures, each of them is inspired to
recreate their own fine works of art.

For kids who love to draw and create, this captivating picture
book fosters an appreciation for nature and features craft
ideas to inspire young artists.

Kids will be inspired to create: 

After reading NATURE IS AN ARTIST, young readers will be
instilled with: 
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NATURE IS AN ARTIST

REVIEWS

"A vibrant, cheerful

story extolling the

ease and joys of

artistic adventure. A

solid debut suited to

early elementary

classrooms, outdoor

programs, and

caregivers seeking

approachable craft

inspiration."

-Kit Ballenger,
Booklist

"Written in a

poetic format,

[NATURE IS AN

ARTIST] celebrates

art as a treasure

and keepsake

and Nature is the

mentor and

inspiration...Highly

Recommend."

-Elizabeth Brown, 
 Canadian Review
of Materials

CBC Books selected NATURE IS AN

ARTIST as one of the top picture

books in Canada to watch for during

Spring 2022. 


